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Abstract

Accurate snow accumulation and melt simulations are crucial for understanding and

predicting hydrological dynamics in mountainous settings. As snow models require

temporally varying meteorological inputs, time resolution of these inputs is likely to

play an important role on the model accuracy. Because meteorological data at a fine

temporal resolution (~1 hr) are generally not available in many snow‐dominated

settings, it is important to evaluate the role of meteorological inputs temporal

resolution on the performance of process‐based snow models. The objective of this

work is to assess the loss in model accuracy with temporal resolution of meteorolog-

ical inputs, for a range of climatic conditions and topographic elevations. To this end, a

process‐based snow model was run using 1‐, 3‐, and 6‐hourly inputs for wet, average,

and dry years over Boise River Basin (6,963 km2), which spans rain dominated

(≤1,400 m), rain–snow transition (>1,400 and ≤1,900 m), snow dominated below tree

line (>1,900 and ≤2,400 m), and above tree line (>2,400 m) elevations. The results

show that sensitivity of the model accuracy to the inputs time step generally

decreases with increasing elevation from rain dominated to snow dominated above

tree line. Using longer than hourly inputs causes substantial underestimation of snow

cover area (SCA) and snow water equivalent (SWE) in rain‐dominated and rain–snow

transition elevations, due to the precipitation phase mischaracterization. In snow‐

dominated elevations, the melt rate is underestimated due to errors in estimation of

net snow cover energy input. In addition, the errors in SCA and SWE estimates gen-

erally decrease toward years with low snow mass, that is, dry years. The results indi-

cate significant increases in errors in estimates of SCA and SWE as the temporal

resolution of meteorological inputs becomes coarser than an hour. However, use of

3‐hourly inputs can provide accurate estimates at snow‐dominated elevations. The

study underscores the need to record meteorological variables at an hourly time step

for accurate process‐based snow modelling.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Snow strongly affects the hydrology and ecology of mountainous

regions (Homan, Luce, McNamara, & Glenn, 2010; Raleigh, Livneh,

Lapo, & Lundquist, 2016; Raleigh & Lundquist, 2012). From a

hydrologic perspective, snow is a critical water storage reservoir that

delays hydrologic response to precipitation (Garen & Marks, 2005).

Snow cover stores water in winter and releases it during spring and

early summer (Kormos, Marks, McNamara, et al., 2014; Shrestha,

Schnorbus, Werner, & Berland, 2012). Snowmelt, rain on bare ground

and their combination define the so‐called surface water input (SWI).

The spatio‐temporal distribution of SWI is of great importance for

hydrological studies (Grünewald & Lehning, 2011; Kumar et al.,

2016; Lee, Klein, & Over, 2005). Soil moisture dynamics, evapotranspi-

ration, streamflow generation, and groundwater recharge depend on

the spatial distribution, timing, and magnitude of SWI (Kormos, Marks,

McNamara, et al., 2014; Kumar, Marks, Dozier, Reba, & Winstral,

2013; Reba, Marks, Winstral, Link, & Kumar, 2011; Wang, Kumar, &

Marks, 2013; Weill et al., 2013). From an ecological perspective, snow

cover, with its duration and depth, controls soil moisture and

moderates spring and early summer air temperature by increasing

albedo (Molotch & Bales, 2005). Soil moisture and air temperature

are fundamental controls on vegetation distribution and greening

(Darmody, Thorn, Shlyter, & Dixon, 2004; Sensoy, Sorman, Tekeli,

Sorman, & Garen, 2006; Torp, 2010; Trujillo, Molotch, Goulden, Kelly,

& Bales, 2012). Snow also insulates soil from very low air tempera-

tures due to its low thermal conductivity (Flerchinger & Saxton,

1989; Liston & Elder, 2006; Torp, 2010), resulting in continued

microbial activity during winter (Schimel, Bilbrough, & Welker, 2004).

Moreover, stream temperature that has a significant role in aquatic

ecosystem sustainability is influenced by snowmelts (Benjankar et al.,

2018; Gu, McCutcheon, & Chen, 1999; Webb, Clack, & Walling,

2003). The contribution of snowmelt to streamflow moderates the

increase in stream temperature in late spring and early summer

(Sohrabi, Benjankar, Tonina, Wenger, & Isaak, 2017). Aforementioned

influences indicate that accurate estimation of snow accumulation and

ablation is critical to understand and predict both hydrological and

ecological dynamics.

Although accurate estimation of snow accumulation and melt

requires a fine temporal resolution (at least every 6 hr, six hourly) data

in order to capture diurnal changes in meteorological variables

(Beniston, 1997; Garen & Marks, 2005), meteorological variables are

rarely measured and available at subdaily time steps in mountainous

regions. However, in these regions, the diurnal variation of meteoro-

logical variables shows high temporal gradients (Little & Hanna,

1978), due to the low atmosphere density (mass; Aguado & Burt,

2013), which facilitates large incoming short waves during the daytime

and outgoing long waves in the night‐time. Because of the fast varia-

tions of meteorological variables such as wind speed, air temperature,

and vapour pressure (Marks, Kimball, Tingey, & Link, 1998), which

determine both energy and water fluxes across the air–snow cover

interface, coarse temporal resolutions may cause errors in identifica-

tion of the precipitation phase and estimation of timing and magnitude

of snow accumulation and melt. In rain‐dominated and rain–snow

transition bands, where precipitation may fall in form of snow or rain,
fast variations in dew point or wet‐bulb temperature may result in

incorrect identification of precipitation phase (Beniston, 2012). This

in turn may lead to inaccurate estimation of snow mass and advected

heat from precipitation to the snow cover (Hock & Holmgren, 2005;

Kormos, Marks, McNamara, et al., 2014). In snow‐dominated bands,

turbulent energy is responsible for a large portion of the energy bal-

ance (Marks et al., 1998), particularly in winter and early spring, and

radiation is the dominant contributor to energy balance from mid‐

spring to early summer. In such areas, estimation of energy exchange

between snow and the atmosphere can be less reliable when coarse

temporal resolution inputs are used. These examples suggest that

the impact of input data temporal resolution on simulation accuracy

is likely to vary across elevation bands.

The impact of temporal resolution on meteorological inputs for

simulating snow accumulation and ablation can be quantified by eval-

uating changes in variables such as snow cover area (SCA) and snow

water equivalent (SWE). These impacts are expected to vary with

snow conditions. For example, SCA depends on changes in spatial dis-

tribution of heat fluxes (Keller, Goyette, & Beniston, 2005; Martin,

Brun, & Durand, 1994; Scherrer & Appenzeller, 2004), whereas SWE

volume is more sensitive to precipitation mass (Beniston, 2012; Howat

& Tulaczyk, 2005). Impacts of temporal resolution will vary between

years with different weather conditions. In a wet year, the diurnal

range of heat fluxes is on an average reduced due to high humidity

and greater number of cloudy days (Rohli & Vega, 2008). In contrast,

in a dry year, the diurnal range of heat fluxes is pronounced.

Prior works focused on the sensitivity of process‐based snow

modelling to availability of meteorological variables. Walter et al.

(2005) showed that a process‐based model would be a better choice

than a temperature index model for distributed snow modelling even

with lack of several observations of meteorological variables and with

the mere availability of precipitation, maximum, and minimum temper-

atures. This is because required meteorological variables for a process‐

based model can be estimated from precipitation and temperature

observations and spatial fields of snow are controlled by spatial vari-

ability of the environmental energy components. Raleigh et al. (2016)

assessed the impact of availability of meteorological inputs other than

precipitation and temperature on snowpack simulations and found

that availability of long wave radiation observations substantially

improves the modelling performance. However, despite the

aforementioned sensitivity of snow processes to hourly variation of

meteorological variables, the influence of temporal resolution of mete-

orological inputs on snow accumulation and ablation has not been

assessed yet. This work addresses this knowledge gap by (a) quantify-

ing the impact of time resolution of meteorological inputs on modelled

SCA and SWE; (b) evaluating the role of annual precipitation on

aforementioned impacts; and (c) identifying the elevation ranges

wherein snow models are most sensitive to temporal resolution of

meteorological inputs.
2 | STUDY AREA AND DATA

The study site is a portion of the Boise River Basin (BRB; Idaho, USA)

upstream of the Lucky Peak Dam (Figure 1). BRB has a drainage area



FIGURE 1 Boise River Basin and weather and SNOTEL sites. Black stars indicate SNOTEL sites with SWE measurements, which were used in
the evaluation of model performance
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of 6,963 km2, and it is mainly covered with coniferous forest (41%)

and shrubland (35%). The remaining area is bare rock, grass, deciduous

forest, and burned/harvested forest. Basin elevations range from 841

to 3,186 m. Lower elevations are rain dominated and receive

approximately 500 mm of annual precipitation, and higher elevations

are snow dominated and receive approximately 1,500 mm of

annual precipitation.
TABLE 1 Detailed information of the stations

No. Station name Latitude (decimal °) Longitude (d

1 Little Anderson 44.09 −115.8

2 Jackson Peak 44.05 −115.4

3 Graham Guard Sta. 43.95 −115.2

4 Mores Creek Summit 43.93 −115.6

5 Town Creek 43.94 −115.9

6 Arrowrock Dam 43.61 −115.9

7 Prairie 43.50 −115.5

8 Camas Creek Divide 43.27 −115.3

9 South Fork Boise 43.49 −115.3

10 Wagontown 43.57 −115.3

11 Trinity Mountain 43.63 −115.4

12 Atlanta Summit 43.76 −115.2

13 Vienna Mine 43.80 −114.8

14 Fleck Summit 43.62 −114.9

15 Big Smokey Ranger 43.62 −114.8

16 Dollarhide Summit 43.60 −114.6

17 Soldier Mountain Peak 43.48 −114.9

18 Soldier R.S. 43.48 −114.8

Note. Variable abbreviations: p: precipitation; t: air temperature; rh: relative hu
equivalent. Abbreviations for institutes operate the stations: BLM & FS, Bureau
Service, respectively; BR: Bureau of reclamation; NRCS: Natural Resources Con
There are 18 weather and SNOTEL stations in or near BRB that

measure meteorological variables on hourly basis (Figure 1 and

Table 1). Ten of these stations are operated by Natural Resources

Conservation Service (SNOTEL sites). The rest of the stations are

either operated by Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture Forest Service (five stations) or Bureau of

Reclamation (three stations). Hourly precipitation (p) and
ecimal °) Elevation (m) Variables measured Operated by

8 1,389 p, t, rh, sr, w BLM & FS

4 2,155 p, t, w, SWE NRCS

7 1,734 p, t, w, SWE NRCS

7 1,859 p, t, SWE NRCS

1 1,415 p, t, rh, sr, w BLM & FS

2 998 p, t BR

7 1,463 p, t, SWE NRCS

5 1,740 p, t, SWE NRCS

1 1,286 p, t BR

3 1,881 p, t, rh, sr, w BLM & FS

4 2,368 p, t, SWE NRCS

4 2,310 p, t, sr, w, SWE NRCS

5 2,731 p, t, w, SWE NRCS

0 2,164 p, t, rh, sr, w BLM & FS

7 1,706 p, t BR

7 2,566 p, t, SWE NRCS

1 2,904 p, t, rh, w BLM & FS

3 1,749 p, t, SWE NRCS

midity; sr: solar radiation; w: wind speed and direction; SWE: snow water
of Land Management and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forrest
servation Service.
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temperature (t) are available at all the stations. Relative humidity (rh),

solar radiation (sr), and wind (w) are measured at 5, 6, and 9 of these

stations, respectively (Table 1).
3 | METHODOLOGY

3.1 | Snow model: iSnobal

Snobal was developed by Marks (1988) to calculate snow accumula-

tion and ablation at a point. Spatial (image) version of Snobal, iSnobal,

uses the same set of equations as Snobal to solve mass and energy

flux exchanges at each Digital Elevation Model (DEM) cell (Marks,

Domingo, Susong, Link, & Garen, 1999). Both versions are part of

the Image Processing Workbench software system developed by Frew

(1990) and improved by Marks, Domingo, and Frew (1999). iSnobal

has been successfully applied to simulate snow accumulation and melt

distribution over several watersheds such as the Wasatch Range in

Utah (Susong, Marks, & Garen, 1999), the Emerald Lake Basin in Cali-

fornia (Marks, Domingo, Susong, et al., 1999), the sub‐Arctic and

boreal forest (Link & Marks, 1999), the Reynolds Creek Experimental

Watershed (Chen, Kumar, Wang, Winstral, & Marks, 2016; Kumar

et al., 2013; Kumar, Wang, & Link, 2012; Seyfried, Grant, Marks,

Winstral, & McNamara, 2009; Wang, Kumar, & Link, 2016), and the

BRB (Garen & Marks, 2005). The model uses a two‐layer representa-

tion of the snowpack. The top layer has a fixed‐thickness, whereas

the lower layer's thickness is variable and consists of the remainder

of the snowpack. Water exchanges such as evaporation, condensa-

tion, and sublimation are calculated at the snow–air interface in the

top layer. Heat and energy exchanges are computed for both layers

at each time step for each grid cell using the energy balance equation

(Equation (1)), (Marks, Domingo, Susong, et al., 1999):

ΔQ ¼ Rn þ Hþ LvE þ GþM; (1)

where ΔQ (W m−2) indicates changes in the snow cover energy and Rn,

H, LvE, G, and M (all units of W m−2) are energies that are added to

and/or subtracted from the snow cover energy due to changes in

net radiation, sensible and latent heat, conduction, and advection,

respectively. Lv (W m−2 kg−1) and E (kg) represent specific latent heat

for water and mass of water that has phase change, respectively.

Increase in energy of the snow cover leads to decrease in the cold

content. Cold content is the energy required to raise the snow cover

temperature to 0°C. When the energy of snow cover exceeds the cold

content, melt occurs. Melt is calculated in both layers. Liquid water

that drains from the snowpack includes both melt, liquid water from

rain on snow that exceeds the water holding capacity of the snow.

Drainage of water from the snow or rain on bare ground, termed

SWI, are both tracked by the model.

3.2 | Spatial distribution of meteorological data

iSnobal requires spatially distributed meteorological inputs, which are

precipitation, air temperature, vapour pressure, solar and thermal radi-

ation, and wind speed. We distributed these inputs at 50‐m spatial

resolution and, then, rescaled them to obtain 100‐m resolution to
reduce modelling costs such as runtime and data storage. Rescaling

inputs from 50‐ to 100‐m grid cell has negligible effects on estimation

of snow variables (Sohrabi, 2016; Winstral, Marks, & Gurney, 2014).

Spatially distributed data were obtained by interpolation using

detrended elevation (vertical) and distance (horizontal) Kriging method

(Garen & Marks, 2005; Kormos et al., 2017). More details about the

interpolation methodology for different meteorological variables are

described below.

Air temperature‐elevation trends were constrained to be zero or

negative values, because typically air temperature decreases with

increase in elevation. However, relative humidity‐elevation trends

were not constrained. The distributed relative humidity and air tem-

perature were then used to compute dew point temperature and

vapour pressure, which in turn was used to identify the precipitation

phase and calculate latent heat flux exchanges from the snow cover,

respectively (Garen & Marks, 2005; Marks, Winstral, Reba, Pomeroy,

& Kumar, 2013).

Wind speed and direction were distributed using a detrended ele-

vation and distance‐based Kriging method. Wind speed of a grid cell,

then, was adjusted based on a wind factor calculated from two terrain

parameters, maximum upwind slope (sx), and upwind slope break (sb).

Detailed description of the wind distribution approach can be found

in the literature (Winstral, Elder, & Davis, 2002; Winstral & Marks,

2002; Winstral, Marks, & Gurney, 2009, 2013); however, here, we

explain the approach in brief. Values of sx and sb were calculated for

each cell and for each wind direction. The sx values are the maximum

slope between the cell of interest and all cells in the upwind direction

up to a user defined search distance (dmax). At topographically exposed

cells, where sx is negative, wind speed is increased due to vertical flow

constriction (Winstral & Marks, 2002). In contrast, at topographically

sheltered grid cells, where sx is positive, wind speed is decreased due

to expansion of flow (Winstral & Marks, 2002). The sb parameter cal-

culates upwind breaks in slope to identify flow separation zones,

where there is no contact between airflow and the ground surface.

In these areas, a downwind lee eddy is formed, which substantially

reduces wind speed (Winstral et al., 2013). The value of sb is the differ-

ence between two sx values, the local sx minus outlying sx, which are

calculated using two different search distances. Local sx is calculated

using dmax, whereas outlying sx is calculated using a distance much

larger than dmax. We used 100 and 1,000 m for local sx and outlying

sx dmax values, respectively, which were suggested and used in the lit-

erature (Winstral et al., 2002; Winstral et al., 2009, 2013; Winstral &

Marks, 2002).

Precipitation was distributed analogous to wind speeds. Because

precipitation generally increases with elevation (Garen & Marks,

2005), station values were first distributed using a detrended eleva-

tion and distance‐based Kriging method with precipitation‐elevation

trends that were constrained to be zero or positive. Then, at each grid

cell, wind‐induced snow redistribution was calculated using a snow

drift factor that was computed based on sb and wind speed (Winstral

et al., 2002; Winstral et al., 2013, 2014). Snow erosion occurred at

cells where wind speed was high and sb was negative. The transported

snow particles from eroded cells were, then, deposited at cells where

wind speed was reduced, either because of terrain sheltering (cells

with large sb) or because of canopy sheltering. This precipitation
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distribution approach has been previously used in several studies

(Winstral et al., 2013, 2014; Winstral & Marks, 2002).

Solar radiation was distributed and corrected to account for vari-

ations in solar angle, shading, vegetation, and albedo (Link & Marks,

1999; Susong et al., 1999). Snow albedo was adjusted for grain growth

with ageing and to consider the influence of dust and organic debris

exposure during ablation (Garen & Marks, 2005). Distributed thermal

radiation was first calculated for clear sky based on temperature,

vapour pressure, elevation, and sky view factor. Calculated thermal

radiation was then adjusted for cloud cover and vegetation after Link

and Marks (1999).
3.3 | Scenario design

Three iSnobal scenario simulations were performed using hourly (sce-

nario 1h), 3‐hourly (scenario 3h), and 6‐hourly (scenario 6h) meteoro-

logical inputs. iSnobal uses 1 hr as the maximum (longest) time step for

the model calculations (called “run time step”) in order to have a stable

solution for the energy balance calculations. (Marks, Domingo, Susong,

et al., 1999). Consequently, the model employs a simple linear interpo-

lation to generate interpolates hourly values from inputs with longer

than hourly temporal resolution with a simple linear interpolation

between observations. The snow energy balance requires a diurnal

meteorological cycle in order to capture freeze and thaw conditions,

which is very critical to development and melting of snow (Dodson

& Marks, 1997). At least a 6‐hourly time step of the inputs is required

to capture diurnal variations in meteorological variables (Beniston,

1997; Garen & Marks, 2005); thus, we did not consider longer than

6‐hourly time steps in this study. The goal of these scenarios is to

evaluate the dependence of snow model estimates on temporal reso-

lution of meteorological variables ranging from 1 to 6 hr, for cases

where the diurnal variations in meteorological variables are captured.

Hourly observations of the required meteorological variables were

available for our study site, and we spatially distributed them over

the basin as stated in Section 3.2. We averaged hourly air tempera-

ture, vapour pressure, wind speed, solar, and thermal radiation over

3‐ and 6‐hr windows to generate the 3‐ and 6‐hourly inputs. Hourly

precipitation was summed to represent total precipitation for a given

3‐ or 6‐hr period.

Model runs were conducted for entire water years (wy), which

start on October of the previous year and end in September of

the current year. Each scenario was run for a wet (wy2006; top

20 percentile, 359 mm), average (wy2010; 325 mm), and dry year

(wy2007; bottom 10 percentile, 209 mm) to identify the impact of

forcing's time step on snow modelling for different climatic condi-

tions (Sohrabi, Ryu, Abatzoglou, & Tracy, 2013, 2015). These years

were identified based on a 60‐year data set (1950–2010) at the

Boise Airport station.
TABLE 2 Elevation bands

Bands Elevation (m) Description % of grid cells

E1 ≤1,400 Rain dominated 16

E2 >1,400 and ≤1,900 Rain–snow transition 44

E3 >1,900 and ≤2,400 Snow dominated 28

E4 >2,400 Alpine tree line 12
3.4 | Model performance evaluation and analyses

The results were analysed (a) at point scale where observed and esti-

mated SWE from the three scenarios were intercompared and (b) in a

spatially distributed fashion by comparing SCA and SWE from the 3h

and 6h scenarios within four elevation bands.
Point scale comparisons of SWE were performed at six out of

the 10 SNOTEL sites located inside BRB: Prairie, Graham Guard,

Mores Creek Summit, Atlanta Summit, Trinity Mountain, and Vienna

Mine (Figure 1). Performance of the model was quantified using

Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC; Equation (2)) and the ratio of root

mean square error and standard deviation ratio (RSR; Equation (3)).

Goodness of fit and error between SWE1hr, estimated SWE gener-

ated from the scenario 1h, and observed SWE was quantified using

NSC and RSR, respectively. This assumes that the simulation based

on the finest resolution data set, that is, the SWE1hr scenario, does

a best job of representing the snow physics and is expected to result

in the best model performance. We adopted a model performance

scheme proposed by Moriasi et al. (2007), which classifies model

performance into four categories based on NSC and RSR values.

These model performance categories are very good (NSC > 0.75

and RSR ≤ 0.5), good (0.65 < NSC ≤ 0.75 and 0.5 < RSR ≤ 0.6), sat-

isfactory (0.5 < NSC ≤ 0.65 and 0.6 < RSR ≤ 0.7), and unsatisfactory

(NSC ≤ 0.5 and RSR > 0.7).

NSC ¼ 1−
∑n
i¼1 SWE1h;i − SWEobs;i

� �2
∑n
i¼1 SWEobs;i − SWEobs

� �2
2
4

3
5 (2)

RSR ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑n
i¼1 SWE1h;i − SWEobs;ið Þ2

q ,
n

STDobs
; (3)

where SWEobs, i, SWEosb , STDobs, and n are observed SWE at time i,

the mean and standard deviation of observations and number of

observations, respectively.

Daily time series of SCA and SWE generated from the three sce-

narios were analysed by classifying the simulated data into four eleva-

tion bands (Table 2). The rain–snow transition band (E2) is a range of

elevations in which precipitation generally falls either as rain or snow

based on changes in during‐storm dew point temperature (Marks

et al., 2013). E2 is typically located from 1,500 to 1,800 m in the

Pacific Northwestern of the USA (Kormos, Marks, Williams, et al.,

2014; Kormos, Marks, McNamara, et al., 2014). Here, E2 was set from

1,400 to 1,900 m. Bands below and above E2 are rain‐dominated (E1)

and snow‐dominated (E3) bands, respectively. Snow‐dominated region

above the tree line (E4) indicates elevation ranges where tree growth

is limited by low temperatures, high wind, and long snow cover dura-

tions. E4 is located above 2,400 m based on BRB latitude (Korner,

1998). Simulated SWE was spatially averaged over each elevation

band. SCA represents the per cent of area covered with snow and

was calculated for each band by summing the area of all cells with

SWE greater than 0 and then dividing the aggregated area by the total
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area of each elevation band. Daily time series of spatially averaged

SWE and SCA simulated using 3h and 6h scenarios were compared

with those of the scenario 1h. The spatially averaged SWE (SWEi; j tð Þ)
and SCA (SCAi, j(t)) for the ith elevation band (E1, E2, E3, and E4) with

area, Ai, and the jth scenario (1h, 3h, 6h) are calculated using:

SWEi; j tð Þ ¼ 1
Aj

∫
A

0SWEi; j t; að Þda with i ¼ E1–E4 and j ¼ 1h;3h;6h (4)

SCAi; j tð Þ ¼ 100
Aj

∫
A

0SCi; j t; að Þda and
SCi; j t; að Þ ¼ 1 SWEi; j t; að Þ > 0

SCi; j t; að Þ ¼ 0 SWEi; j i; xð Þ ¼ 0

(
; (5)

where SWEi,j (t,a) and SCi,j (t,a) are the SWE and snow cover index,

respectively, for a cell of area a (100 m by 100 m) at time t. The

spatially averaged residual or mean error of SWE is calculated as

Resi; j tð Þ ¼ SWEi; j tð Þ − SWEi;1h tð Þ with i ¼ E1–E4 and j ¼ 3h;6h: (6)

To present residuals in SWE in percentage, the residuals were

divided by the mean of the estimated SWE for a given snow season.

Results were quantified using mean absolute error (MAE). A large

value of MAE indicates deviation of estimated snow variables

generated from Scenarios 2 and 3 from those of Scenario 1. MAE is

calculated as follows (Moriasi et al. 2007):

MAEi; j ¼ 1
T
∫
T

0 SVi;1h tð Þ − SVi; j tð Þ
�� ��dt with i ¼ E1–E4 and j ¼ 3h;6h; (7)

where snow variable, SVi,j, stands for SWEi; j tð Þ and SCAi, j(t) for the jth

scenario and T represents the simulation period. MAE was computed

for the entire snow season (total MAE), accumulation (Rising Limb;

RL) and ablation (Falling Limb; FL) periods at each elevation band. RL

starts as snow accumulation begins and ends when SWE reaches its

maximum, FL starts after maximum SWE occurs and continues to

the time snow disappears.
4 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 | Model performance as compared with
observed SWE

Simulated SWE1h captures the measured SWE time series reasonably

well with average NSC of 0.83 and RSR of 0.36, excluding the Prairie

site (Table 3 and Figure 2). NSC of modelled SWE1h at Prairie was
TABLE 3 Calculated values of NSC and RSR at SNOTEL sites

NSC RSR

SNOTEL sites wet average dry wet average dry

Prairie 0.64 0.44 0.14 0.59 0.78 0.79

Graham Guard 0.88 0.72 0.78 0.34 0.52 0.46

Mores Creek Summit 0.98 0.91 0.96 0.14 0.30 0.21

Atlanta Summit 0.85 0.55 0.79 0.39 0.67 0.46

Trinity Mountain 0.96 0.96 0.54 0.19 0.19 0.68

Vienna Mine 0.99 0.97 0.65 0.07 0.18 0.59

Note. NSC: Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient.
0.64/0.44/0.14, whereas the RSR was 0.59/0.78/0.79 for wet, aver-

age, and dry years, respectively. Notably, the dry year exhibited low

NSC and large RSR errors. At all the sites, the best model performance

was observed in the wet year with averaged NSC of 0.88 and RSR of

0.29 over all the sites. Vienna Mine had the highest NSC (0.99) and

lowest RSR (0.07) in the wet year. Model performance decreased sub-

stantially in the dry year with averaged NSC of 0.64 and RSR of 0.53

over all the sites. Excluding Prairie, the lowest NSC (0.54) and highest

RSR (0.68) were observed at Trinity Mountain. Over the 3 years, the

best model performance was observed at Mores Creek Summit with

average NSC of 0.95 and RSR of 0.22. Snow accumulation started at

the same time for both simulated and observed SWE regardless of

the year, but melt‐out date was estimated later or earlier due to over-

estimation or underestimation of SWE, respectively. SWE1h and

SWE3h were very similar (Figure 2). However, in terms of magnitude,

SWE6h was generally smaller than SWE1h at sites located in E2, such

as Prairie, Graham Guard, and Mores Creek Summit. In particular, in

the wet and average years at Prairie site, scenario 6h did not estimate

any snow accumulation, although scenario 1h and 3h registered accu-

mulation. At sites which were located in E3 and E4, SWE6h was gener-

ally larger and snowmelt rate was smaller than that of SWE1h.

Comparison between measured and predicted SWE was similar

to previous studies (Marks, Domingo, Susong, et al., 1999; Sultana,

Hsu, Li, & Sorooshian, 2014). However, model performance at the

Prairie site was ranked unsatisfactory. This station is at the lowest

elevation and lies at the lower fringe of the snow transition zone.

For instance, Sultana et al. (2014) reported model performance with

very low NSC (ranged from 0.1 to 0.9) and high RSR (ranged from

0.28 to 0.86) over 21 SNOTEL sites in California that were mainly

located at the rain–snow transition zone (elevation range of 1,500–

2,900 m). Mismatch between estimated and observed SWE is due

to the following reasons. Observed SWE at SNOTEL sites are point

measurements represent SWE for an area of approximately 7 m2,

whereas simulated SWE quantifies average of SWE over

10,000 m2. The influence of topographic features and spatial scale

alters the wind field impacting snow drifting and energy exchanges

(Luce, Tarboton, & Cooley, 1998, 1999; Winstral et al., 2014), thus

altering SWE estimates. Moreover, snow pillows are generally

located in wind‐sheltered flat clearings in the forest, whereas model

grid cells are larger and may include slope and aspect (Raleigh &

Lundquist, 2012). This results in discrepancies that are common

between simulated and measured SWE (Grünewald & Lehning,

2011; Lee et al., 2005; Molotch & Bales, 2005).
4.2 | Temporal resolution effects on snow state

4.2.1 | Snow cover area

MAE6h was considerably larger than MAE3h for SCA in all the years

and elevation bands. Total MAE3h did not exceed 19.8%, whereas

total MAE6h was as high as 24.5% (Table 4). MAE3h and MAE6h for

FL were less pronounced than those for RL. Meteorological inputs

with temporal resolution longer than an hour led to underestimation

of SCA during the snow accumulation (RL) period (Figure 3). The larg-

est underestimation was observed for the coarsest input. Use of 3h

and 6h inputs resulted in slow melting of snow during the snow



FIGURE 2 Comparison between simulated and observed SWE at Prairie, Graham Guard, Mores Creek Summit, Atlanta Summit, Trinity
Mountain, and Vienna Mine. Note that the SNOTEL sites were ordered from low (Prairie) to high (Vienna) elevation. SWE‐1h, SWE‐3h, and
SWE‐6h indicate SWE estimates using 1‐, 3‐, and 6‐hourly inputs, respectively. SWE: snow water equivalent

TABLE 4 MAE3h and MAE6h for SCA (%) at each band

MAE3h (wet|average|dry) MAE6h (wet|average|dry)

E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4

RL 15.7|10.7|28.2 9.0|11.7|20.9 2.1|8.8|14.4 1.8|4.9|10.3 33.4|13.3|34.5 25.7|18.7|29.9 8.5|14.1|25.2 3.9|7.3|19.4

FL 0.6|2.9|7.0 1.2|2.0|7.8 0.8|2.4|2.8 1.1|2.3|3.3 2.2|2.3|9.4 4.0|3.6|10.8 3.2|4.5|6.7 3.1|5.3|9.6

Total 11.0|7.1|19.8 6.9|9.1|16.4 1.6|6.9|10.4 1.6|4.1|8.3 23.7|8.2|24.5 19.8|14.6|22.8 6.6|11.2|18.8 3.6|6.7|16.4

Note. FL: Falling Limb; MAE: mean absolute error; RL: Rising Limb; SCA: snow cover area.
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ablation period (FL). The change in melt rate w.r.t. hourly inputs was

larger for SCA6h than for SCA3h. Model results based on coarser reso-

lution inputs missed rapid increases in SCA. For instance, SCA1h

increased by 11% (from 60% to 71%) on December 2 in the wet year

in E1, whereas estimated SCA from scenarios 3h and 6h did not

change at all (Figure 3).

The underestimation of SCA in RL was larger (with average MAE

of 21% over both scenarios and all years) in the rain‐dominated (E1)

and rain–snow transition (E2) bands than in the snow‐dominated

elevation bands (E3 and E4; with average MAE of 10% over both

scenarios and all years). However, the change in snowmelt rate in

FL was larger in E3 and E4 than in E1 and E2. Differences between

SCA1h, SCA3h, and SCA6h were less pronounced in E3 and E4 than

in E1 and E2 (Table 4). MAE3h and MAE6h in RL generally decreased

from E1 to E4. The dry year had the largest total MAE3h (19.8%) and

MAE6h (24.5%). In addition, the largest MAE3h (28.2%) and MAE6h

(34.5%) for RL were related to the dry year. MAE3h and MAE6h in

E1 were substantially larger in the wet year than those of in the

average year.
4.2.2 | Snow water equivalent
Deviation of SWE3h from SWE1h was about half the deviation

between SWE1h and SWE6h for all the years and elevation bands

(Figure 4 and Table 5). The 6h simulation indicated average residual

and MAE of 11.1% and 9.7 mm, respectively, whereas the 3h simula-

tion showed average residual and MAE of 6.9% and 5.2 mm, respec-

tively, over all the years and elevation bands. Residuals and total

MAE generally decreased with increasing elevation with average resid-

ual of 13.9%, 6.8%, 4.1%, and 2.7% for the 3h simulation and 20.3%,

10.5%, 6%, and 7.4% for the 6h simulation from E1 to E4, respectively,

over all the years. For the entire snow season, residuals were negative

in E1 but positive in E4. However, residuals were negative during the

winter but positive in the spring in E2 and E3. Positive (negative)

errors indicate that SWE1h is smaller (larger) than SWE3h or SWE6h.

Residuals decreased from E1 to E4 during RL, but they increased dur-

ing FL. Residuals and MAE generally increased toward years with

lower snow mass, from the wet year to the dry year. The wet, average,

and dry years indicated average residual of 3.2%, 7.6%, and 9.8% for

the 3h simulation and 8.4%, 9.4%, and 15.3% for the 6h simulation



FIGURE 4 Spatially averaged SWE over four elevation bands. SWE‐1h indicates estimated SWE using hourly inputs. SWE‐Error‐3h and SWE‐
Error‐6h indicate estimated SWE using 3‐ and 6‐hourly inputs minus SWE‐1h, respectively. SWE: snow water equivalent

FIGURE 3 Aggregated SCA from 1h, 3h, and 6h scenarios (SCA‐1h, SCA‐3h, and SCA‐6h) over four elevation bands. SCA: snow cover area
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over all the elevation bands, respectively. Notably, the average year

had larger residuals than the dry year for the 6h simulation in E4.

North facing aspects had the largest total MAE with the 3h and 6h

simulations total MAE of 5.7 and 10.6 mm over all the years and ele-

vation bands, respectively.
4.2.3 | Explanations for the differences in estimated
SCA and SWE with temporal resolution of meteoro-
logical inputs
One of the reasons for differences in estimates of SCA and SWE from

the 1h, 3h, and 6h scenarios was mischaracterization of precipitation



TABLE 5 MAE3h and MAE6h for SWE (mm) at each band

MAE3h (wet|average|dry) MAE6h (wet|average|dry)

E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4

RL 4.7|3.4|13.5 6.7|8.4|11.2 1.1|8.9|6.2 1.1|3.0|5.3 11.1|3.2|20.9 18.6|8.8|16.5 3.9|7.5|8.4 3.4|15.2|5.5

FL 0.7|2.9|4.9 1.1|2.1|6.3 3.3|3.5|2.8 6.3|5.3|4.8 2.6|1.5|8.3 3.3|3.2|8.9 8.3|9.7|8.4 18.4|29.9|14.5

Total 3.4|3.1|10.1 4.7|6.7|9.5 1.9|7.3|5.1 2.5|3.7|5.2 8.4|2.4|15.9 13.1|7.3|13.9 5.5|8.2|8.4 7.7|19.9|8.3

Note. FL: Falling Limb; MAE: mean absolute error; RL: Rising Limb; SWE: snow water equivalent.
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phase, particularly in the early snow season (Figure 5). Coarser resolu-

tion inputs did not capture the hourly changes in dew point tempera-

tures and precipitation, causing misidentification of precipitation

phase in all the elevation bands. Notably, the mischaracterization of

precipitation phase in E1 to E3 was very different than that observed

in E4. In E1 to E3, several events that were characterized as snowfall
FIGURE 5 Mischaracterization of precipitation phase due to the use o
Figures (a) and (b) indicate precipitation and dew point temperature at E2‐
point temperature at E4‐cell, respectively. Figures (b) and (d) indicate dew
in the 1h scenario were misidentified as a rainfall or a mixed rain/snow

event in the 6h scenario. In contrast, many events that were identified

as mixed rain/snow or a rainfall in the 1h scenario in E4 were

misidentified as snowfall in the 6h scenario.

The mischaracterization of precipitation phase, in addition to

snow mass estimates, can impact the snowpack energy estimates.
f coarser than hourly precipitation and dew point temperature data.
cell, respectively. Figures (c) and (d) show precipitation and dew
point temperature at hours that precipitation occurred
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Although a rainfall event increases the snowpack energy (reduction

in the cold content) because rain droplets are warmer than snow

particles, a snowfall event decreases or sustains the snowpack

energy. Moreover, the mischaracterization of precipitation phase

can misestimate the snowpack energy due to inappropriate esti-

mates of the snowpack albedo. ISnobal decreases the snowpack

albedo during periods with no snowfalls to consider the effect of

snow ageing on the absorption and reflection of solar radiation by

the snowpack. Whenever a snowfall occurs, iSnobal resets the

albedo of the snowpack to the albedo of fresh snow. Therefore,

the mischaracterization of precipitation phase leads to an inappro-

priate value of the snowpack albedo. Magnitude of the effect of

precipitation phase mischaracterization on the snowpack energy

due to the albedo value is a function of the number of days with

no snow storm before the day that precipitation phase is

mischaracterized. To explore the reasons that caused the mischarac-

terizations in precipitation phase, we identify one grid cell each in

E2 and E4 for further analyses.

At the E2‐cell, the 1h, 3h, and 6h simulations were similar from

October 1 until November 10, 2009. During this period, dew point

temperatures were far above the freezing point that neglecting

hourly changes in dew point temperatures did not lead to misidenti-

fication of the precipitation phase. The pronounced difference

between the 1h, 3h, and 6h simulations started on November 10,

when the snow cover formed for the 1h and 3h simulations but all

the precipitation turned into SWI in the 6h simulation. On this

day, all the precipitation that occurred before noon was identified

as snowfall in all the scenarios (Figure 5a,b; see Marks et al., 2013

for detailed information about estimation of precipitation phase

based on dew point temperature). At noon, the 1h scenario precipi-

tation was identified as snow but was identified as a mixed rain/

snow event in the 3h and 6h scenarios. The rest of the precipitation

on this day was estimated as a mixed rain/snow event that mainly

consisted of 25% rain and 75% snow in the 1h and 3h scenarios

and 75% rain and 25% snow in 6h scenario. As a result, SWI of 7,

7.4, and 20.9 mm was estimated in the 1h, 3h, and 6h scenarios,

respectively. Discrepancies in identification of precipitation phase

affected snow cover accumulation start date.

For example, for the E2‐cell on November 10, 2009, the snow

cover was initiated in the 1h and 3h scenarios, but accumulation

started 11 days later in the 6h scenario. As a result, SWE volume

and the timing of snow cover initiation was impacted by misidentifica-

tion of precipitation phase. At the E4‐cell, estimation of SWE volume

was more affected than the timing of snow cover initiation due to the

misidentification of precipitation phase. At E4‐cell, snow cover

initiation started on October 3, 2009, in all the three scenarios. A

pronounced difference between the three scenarios was observed

starting November 2, 2009, the day on which all precipitation was

identified as snowfall in the 3h and 6h scenarios but was identified

as a mixed rain/snow event with 75% rain and 25% snow in the 1h

scenario. On this day, 0.9 mm out of 3.6 mm precipitation was

estimated to be snow and the rest assumed as rain in the 1h scenario.

In addition, estimated precipitation temperature for the scenario 1h

and 6h were different due to differences in dew point temperatures

at the specific time of precipitation. As a result, snow ablation
occurred in the 1h scenario, whereas it accumulated in the 6h

scenario.

Another reason for the observed differences in SCA and SWE

estimates between the three scenarios is net snow cover energy input

(ΔQ). Coarser temporal resolution of meteorological inputs (a) gener-

ally resulted in underestimation of ΔQ; (b) failed to capture the large

magnitudes of energy fluxes, particularly on sunny days (e.g., Novem-

ber 23, 2009) when hourly variation of solar radiation and air temper-

ature is pronounced; and (c) caused shift of the energy fluxes peak

values to earlier in the day, particularly for air temperature and vapour

pressure (Figure 6). These changes in energy fluxes caused failure to

line up conditions at the time of storms and underestimation of winter

and early spring snowmelt rates. For instance, at noon on this day,

solar net radiation was 30 and 50 W m−2 for the 1h scenario and

was 8 and 20 W m−2 for the 6h scenario at E2‐cell and E4‐cell, respec-

tively. As a result, net radiation in the 6h scenario was estimated to be

lower by 2.7 and 1.2 W m−2 than in the 1h scenario at E2‐cell and E4‐

cell, respectively. Turbulent energy was also underestimated for the

3h and 6h scenarios. The degree of this underestimation was related

to the moderated variations in the magnitude of air temperature,

vapour pressure, and wind speed due to coarser than hourly inputs.

For example, air temperature was well above freezing point for a

few hours on November 23, 2009, whereas 6‐hourly air temperature

did not exceed 0.5 and 0°C at E2‐cell and E4‐cell, respectively. For

vapour pressure, not only the diurnal range narrowed but the timing

of its maximum also shifted. Diurnal range of wind speed also short-

ened, particularly at the E2‐cell where wind speed had high variation

during the day. Due to these changes, turbulent energy of 6h scenario

was estimated to be lower by 3.8 and 0.6 W m−2 than in 1h scenario at

E2‐cell and E4‐cell, respectively.

Our results indicate that MAE3h and MAE6h of SCA decreased

during RL from E1 to E4. This was due to misidentification of several

snowfall events as rain or mixed snow/rain events. The phase of pre-

cipitation is strongly dependent on dew point temperature at the time

of precipitation (Hock & Holmgren, 2005; Marks et al., 2013). In E1

and E2, if hourly dew point temperature fluctuated around the freez-

ing point during the snow accumulation (RL) period, coarser temporal

resolutions missed dew point temperatures that were below the freez-

ing point, particularly in the 6h scenario. In contrast, dew point tem-

peratures were much below the freezing point during most of the

snow season in snow‐dominated bands, particularly E4. As a result,

temporal resolution of inputs had a small effect on the timing of snow

cover formation (Morán‐Tejeda, López‐Moreno, & Beniston, 2013).

Coarser temporal resolutions also caused underestimation of snow-

melt rate (overestimation of SCA) during snow ablation period (FL),

particularly in E3 and E4, as high diurnal values of the energy fluxes

were considerably moderated. In particular, net radiation and turbu-

lent energy, which are the main driver for snow ablation (Hock &

Holmgren, 2005; Mazurkiewicz, Callery, & McDonnell, 2008), were

underestimated.

Negative residuals of SWE were observed during RL in E1 to E3

and occasionally in E4, indicating underestimation of SWE generated

from the 3h and 6h scenarios in comparison with that in the 1h sce-

nario. This was again due to limitation of the 3h and 6h scenarios to

estimate the correct precipitation phase (Figure 5). Identification of a



FIGURE 6 Changes in energy flux input due to coarse temporal resolution of inputs on a sunny day (November 23, 2009). The left column is for
a grid cell located in E2 band, E2‐cell, and the right column belongs to a grid cell located in E4 band, E4‐cell
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precipitation event as rainfall instead of snowfall resulted in underes-

timation of SWE, because of (a) underestimation of snow mass and (b)

incorrect identification and/or overestimation of the magnitude of

rain‐on‐snow events, which can contribute to snow ablation (Marks

et al., 1998; Mazurkiewicz et al., 2008). The magnitude of these nega-

tive residuals decreased as elevation increased from E1 to E4. In E3

and E4, because of low air temperatures, misidentification of snowfall

as rainfall or mixed/snow rain occurred seldom. Positive residuals of

SWE were observed during RL in E4, because diurnal dew point tem-

peratures exceeding 0°C for a few hours in a day, particularly in the

early snow seasons, were not captured due to averaging in coarser

inputs. In addition, lower magnitudes of peak diurnal dew point tem-

peratures caused underestimation of precipitation temperature. As a

result, the estimated SWE in the 3h and 6h simulations was larger than

that in the 1h simulation.

Positive residuals of SWE were also observed during FL in E1 to

E4, indicating underestimation of snow ablation rate. As stated earlier,

this was due to moderation of diurnal variations in energy fluxes.

Radiation on sunny days (Elder, Dozier, & Michaelse, 1991; Keller

et al., 2005) and turbulent energy on warm and cloudy days (Pohl &
Marsh, 2006) are mainly responsible for snow ablation. Therefore,

reduction in the maximum diurnal magnitude of radiation and turbu-

lent energy in coarser meteorological inputs led to underestimation

of the snow cover energy and consequently snow ablation rate.

The magnitude of these positive residuals increased from E1 to E4

because of increase in elevation and reduction in trees density.

Higher elevations with a very sparse tree distribution, as in E4

(above tree line), have large incoming short wave during daytime,

outgoing long wave during night‐time, and diurnal variation of wind

speed (Aguado & Burt, 2013; Pohl, Marsh, & Liston, 2006; Rohli &

Vega, 2008; Winstral et al., 2013), which result in substantial diurnal

variation of energy fluxes. Another reason for the large positive

residuals of SWE during FL in E4 was the overestimation of SWE

during RL.

Among the three selected years, the greatest residuals in the esti-

mated SCA and SWE were observed in the dry year (Figures 3 and 4).

In this year, the number of precipitation events was substantially

lower than in the wet and the average years. Thus, precipitation mis-

identification as rainfall instead of snowfall for the coarser input sce-

narios impacted the estimated snow mass, timing of the snow cover



TABLE 6 Impact of time step of the inputs on the model accuracy

SCA Wet Average Dry SWE Wet Average Dry

E1 (3h|6h) ++|++ ++|++ ++|++ E1 (3h|6h) ++|++ ++|++ ++|++

E2 (3h|6h) ++|++ ++|++ ++|++ E2 (3h|6h) ++|++ +|++ ++|++

E3 (3h|6h) +|+ +|++ ++|++ E3 (3h|6h) +|+ +|+ +|+

E4 (3h|6h) +|+ +|+ +|++ E4 (3h|6h) +|+ +|++ +|++

Note. “+” indicates less than 10% average residuals due to the use of longer than hourly of the inputs. “++” indicates more than 10% average residuals due
to the use of longer than hourly of inputs. SCA: snow cover area; SWE: snow water equivalent.
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formation, and number of grid cells with accumulated snow. Large

residuals in SWE were also observed in the average year in E4. This

was because (a) diurnal range of energy fluxes was larger in this year

than the wet year due to lower humidity and fewer cloudy days

(Aguado & Burt, 2013; Rohli & Vega, 2008) and (b) number of precip-

itation events that, because if misidentification of phase, led to posi-

tive residuals of SWE was larger during the wet year than during the

dry year.

The results showed that hourly time steps of meteorological var-

iables are critical for process‐based snow modelling, particularly for

modelling of snow at rain–snow transition zones. Currently, meteoro-

logical data sets are rarely available at subdaily time steps in these crit-

ical regions, where these data are extremely necessary due to the high

temporal gradients between day and night. The glaring problem with

daily data is the identification of precipitation phase, extreme case of

the 6h simulation (Figure 5). It is difficult with daily data to find the

time of a day when precipitation occurs and use the dew point tem-

perature of that time to identify precipitation phase. With daily data,

it is generally assumed that minimum air temperatures are the dew

point or precipitation temperatures. Therefore, precipitation phase

for a given storm can be rain, mixture of rain/snow, or snow and can-

not change during the day. The findings indicate that 6‐hourly time

step of the inputs, which captures the diurnal variations of meteoro-

logical variables, does not guarantee accurate snow modelling. This

emphasizes that hourly data collection is critical for snow modelling

and that operational monitoring, such as SNOTEL, should collect data

at hourly time step.

Further confidence in the results could be obtained by

implementing the model in other snow dominated settings and by

using different process‐based models. It is to be noted that this

work quantifies model errors vis‐à‐vis temporal resolution of inputs,

but only for the case when all meteorological inputs have identical

resolution. The work does not address the sensitivity of model

results to temporal resolution of any individual meteorological vari-

able. Before translating the results from this study to other regions,

the following points should be taken into account. The elevation

bands that indirectly define precipitation regimes in this work may

be different in other regions depending on the latitude and regional

climatology (Kormos, Marks, Williams, et al., 2014; Korner, 1998).

The results presented here were based on aggregation (of precipita-

tion) and averaging (of other meteorological inputs) of hourly data to

obtain 3‐ and 6‐hourly inputs. This methodology may transfer

additional statistical information to coarser meteorological inputs,

which may not be inherent in a data set observed at 3‐ and 6‐hourly

time steps. Also, in vicinity of large body of water such as a lake or
ocean, which may influence, diurnal meteorological variations and

energetics (Aguado & Burt, 2013; Rohli & Vega, 2008), variation of

model errors with input resolution and elevation may exhibit

alternate relations.
5 | SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This work explores how estimates of snow accumulation and ablation

from a process‐based snow model are affected by resolution of

meteorological inputs. The results revealed that coarser than hourly

temporal resolution affects the accuracy of simulated snow variables.

Using longer than hourly time steps of meteorological inputs may lead

to inaccurate estimation of mass, that is, precipitation amount that is

in form of rain or snow, and energy input to the snowpack. In particu-

lar, in rain‐dominated and rain–snow transition elevation bands, pre-

cipitation phase is likely to be estimated as rainfall instead of

snowfall, when longer than hourly inputs are used. As a result, rain‐

on‐snow events are identified incorrectly or the magnitude of these

events is overestimated. This model inaccuracy is reflected in substan-

tial underestimation of SCA and SWE in rain‐dominated and rain–

snow transition bands (Table 6). Model accuracy is less dependent

on temporal resolution of inputs during the accumulation period (RL)

in snow‐dominated bands, both below and above the tree line,

because precipitation phase characterization is not as critical. In these

elevation bands, using coarse input temporal resolution causes under-

estimation of the melt rate during ablation period because the diurnal

hourly variation of energy fluxes is neglected. Estimation of SCA and

SWE is impacted at coarser temporal resolutions in dry years because

of sensitivity of precipitation phase to misidentification, given that

number of precipitation events is relatively low. In contrast, SCA and

SWE estimations in wet years are less dependent on the input tempo-

ral resolution, due to an increase in the number of storms, and a less

pronounced diurnal variation of energy fluxes and dew point

temperatures, which are calculated from relative humidity and air

temperatures.

These results lead us to the conclusion that it is necessary to

observe or estimate meteorological variables on an hourly temporal

resolution to support process‐based snow accumulation and melt sim-

ulations and related hydrological and ecological studies. Although the

results showed that 6‐hourly meteorological inputs reduced the model

accuracy, temporal resolution of 3‐hr resolution may provide very

similar estimates of SCA and SWE compared with that from the 1‐hr

scenario at snow‐dominated elevations, both below and above

alpine tree line.
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This work will benefit agencies that are responsible for generating

meteorological data sets. The results could be used as a guide to

decide on optimal observation/reanalysis time steps in different set-

tings. These results will inform modellers of the errors in their simula-

tions because of the temporal resolution of their inputs and how the

errors may vary depending on elevation ranges and wet/dry years.

Because the errors change with precipitation regimes, the analyses

suggest that model errors based on a given resolution might vary

temporally and should be appropriately tracked while performing

climate change impact simulations in snow‐dominated regions.
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